Vision-aided wireless communication is motivated by the recent advances in deep learning and computer vision as well as the increasing dependence on line-of-sight links in millimeter wave (mmWave) and terahertz systems. By leveraging vision, this new research direction enables an interesting set of new capabilities such as vision-aided mmWave beam and blockage prediction, proactive hand-off, and resource allocation among others. These capabilities have the potential of reliably supporting highly-mobile applications such as vehicular/drone communications and wireless virtual/augmented reality in mmWave and terahertz systems. Investigating these interesting applications, however, requires the development of special dataset and machine learning tasks. Based on the Vision-Wireless (ViWi) dataset generation framework [1], this paper develops an advanced and realistic scenario/dataset that features multiple base stations, mobile users, and rich dynamics. Enabled by this dataset, the paper defines the vision-wireless mmWave beam tracking task (ViWi-BT) and proposes a baseline solution that can provide an initial benchmark for the future ViWi-BT algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication systems are moving towards millimeter wave (mmWave) frequency bands in 5G and above 100GHz in 6G and beyond [2] , [3] . While the large available bandwdith at these high freqyency bands enables ultra high data rate communication, the features and propagation characteristics of the mmWav and terahertz signals introduce a set of challenges for these communications systems. First, mmWave (and terahertz) systems need to deploy large antenna arrays and use narrow beams to gurantee sufficient received signal power. Finding the best narrow beamforming vectors, however, requires large training overhead. Second, these high frequency signals experience severe penetration loss which renders blockages as a critical challenge for the wireless network coverage. These challenges (among others) make it difficult for mmWave and terahertz systems to relaibly support highly-mobile applications such as wireless virtual/augmented reality and vehicular communications. Interestingly, however, as the wireless systems move to higher frequency bands, the communication links between the transmitters and receivers become shorter with (visual) line-of-sight. This motivates leveraging visual data captured for example by RGB/depth cameras or Lidar to help overcome key challenges such as mmWave beam and blockage prediction-realizing what we call vision-aided wireless communications [1] , [4] .
Vision-aided wireless communication can find interesting applications in vehicular/ drone communications, virtual/ augmented reality, internet-of-things, gaming, and smart-cities among others. This exciting new direction of research is further motivated by (i) the advances in deep learning and computer vision, and (ii) the increasing interest in leveraging machine learning tools to address key wireless communication challenges such as mmWave and massive MIMO beam/channel prediction [5] - [8] , blockage prediction and proactive hand-off [9] - [11] , and intelligent resource allocations and user schduling [12] - [14] . Enabling the machine learning research in the vision-aided wireless communication direction requires the development of special datasets with coexisting visual and wireless data. With this motivation, we developed the Vision-Wireless dataset generation framework (ViWi) [1] , which is a fremwork for generating co-existing and prametric datasets for wireless data (such as communication and radar channels) and visual data (such LiDAR as RGB/depth images). In the first ViWi release [1] , we presented 4 ViWi scenarios/datasets that can enable a set of machine learning tasks/applications such as mmWave beam and blockage prediction as shown in [4] . The scenarios adopted in the initial ViWi release, however, were relatively simple compared to practical outdoor and indoor environments.
To advanvce the research in a wider range of vision-wireless applications (machine learning tasks), we develop in this paper an advanced, detailed, and realistic ViWi scenario/dataset that incorporates multiple base stations and mobile objects/users (cars, buses, and pedestrians) featuring rich dynamics. Enabled by this dataset, we define the new machine learning task ViWi vision-aided mmWave beam tracking (ViWi-BT) which targets predicting future mmWave beams of mobile users using a sequence of previous beams and visual images. Leveraging vision has the potential of allowing beyond 5G transceivers to develop efficient 3D scene understanding [15] - [17] . In the context of the ViWi mmWave beam tracking task, this could enable the prediction not only of the future line-of-sight (LOS) beams of mobile users but also the non-LOS beams. Motivated by these interesting capabilities and their potential gains in enabling mmWave communiation in highly-mobile applications, and for the goal of encouraging more research in this direction, the ViWi-BT machine learning challenge [18] is organized based on the dataset and task defined in this paper. Finally, for the sake of defining an initial benchmark for the beam predicition accuracy, we present a baseline solution for the ViWi-BT task based on gated recurrent neural networks. This baseline solution uses only previously selected beams to predict future beams (i.e., without using the visual data). Leveraging the visual data in addition to the beam sequences is therefore expected to yield better prediction accuracies compared to those reported in the paper. 
II. MULTI-USER VIWI SCENARIO AND DATASET
Using the ViWi framework [1] , a new scenario is designed specifically for the ViWi-BT task. It features multiple moving objects, constituting possible receivers, blockages, and reflectors. The following three subsections introduce a description of the scenario, seed dataset, and the development dataset.
A. Scenario Description
Different to previous ViWi scenarios [1] , the new scenario depicts a dynamic environment showing busy traffic with pedestrians in a detailed downtown scape. The street, car, and human models used in the visual instance of the scenario, as shown in Fig. 1 -a, are designed and rendered using the popular open source computer graphics and animation software Blender R . This scene contains many commonly found objects in real world cities creating a complex scenario that contains static objects such as trees, bushes, sidewalks, benches, and buildings; as well as dynamic objects such as cars, buses, trucks, and people.
The 3D models of the scenario buildings, sidewalks, and streets are imported into the ray tracing simulator Wireless InSite TM [19] . The 3D models of the dynamic objects have very fine details with a high polygon count that creates unnecessarily high computation burden. To simplify the simulation, the dynamic objects are replaced with two-block approximations with no major impact on the accuracy of the simulation results. Fig. 1 -b visualizes how the models were simplified for the simulation. The electromagnetic properties of each object are selected to correspond to the simulation frequency of 28
GHz. Table I shows detailed information about the objects used in the simulations.
The new scenario comprises multiple scenes, each of which is one pair of visual and electromagnetic instances. To simulate real traffic, all objects in the scene are set with their own speed and are initialized randomly at a certain trajetory. A full description of the different elements of the environment are described below:
• Layout This is an outdoor scenario of a metropolitan area, here shown from a top view perspective in Fig.1 -(a) and -(b). There is one main (horizontal) street and two secondary streets which are lined by a sidewalk on either side. The secondary streets form two fourway intersections that separate the scene into six sections where buildings are placed. The length of the main street is 429.88 meters and the secondary streets are 215.05m. The width of both street types is 15m. Along each street is a sidewalk that is 10m wide. • Buildings For this model, office and apartment buildings are placed along the sidewalk to depict a city street. There are five different building types and two apartment building types to add realism to the scene. The dimensions of these structures vary and are available in Table I for Each moving object is initialized in a randomly selected lane with a randomly generated speed selected uniformly from the minimum and maximum speeds designated for that object type. Cars, trucks, and buses have initial speeds ranging from 10 to 20 m/s, while human models have initial speeds between 1 and 2 m/s. After initialization, objects travel down their respective lane until they reach the end of the lane. They change speed when they encounter an object traveling at a slower speed along the same lane. The change in speed is governed by one simple rule, maintaining a minimum distance with other objects. For vehicles, this distance is set to 5 meters while for humans, it is set to 1 meter. This guarantees that objects with different speeds do not collide. When an object reaches the end of a lane in the simulation, it is reinitialized in another randomly-selected lane with a new speed. For the wireless instance of each scene, every dynamic object is fitted with a half wave dipole receiver antenna oriented along the z axis. The antenna for the human models are located on the side of the object to simulate a phone in their hand or pocket. The receivers for the cars, trucks, and buses are located on the top of the respective object at a length of approximately 30 cm. • Base stations: The scenario contains two base-stations positioned on opposite sides of the street at either end of the main street, spaced 60 meters apart. Each base station is equipped with a half wave dipole antenna array oriented along the z axis with 128 antennas along the x axis. Each base station also includes three cameras pointed in different directions such that they cover the whole street.
B. The Seed Dataset
Following the generation pipeline of ViWi [1] , an initial Vision-Wireless dataset is generated. The pipeline goes through three main stages to generate pairs of RGB images and 28 GHz wireless channels. They make up the seed to the development dataset. The generation process is itemized as follows:
• Scenario Definition: since the new scenario has multiple moving objects traveling at different speeds, the scenario definition consists of multiple scenes that share the same stationary and dynamic visual and electromagnetic elements, but they differ in where each dynamic object is located. • Raw-Data Generation: similar to the previouslyreleased ViWi scenario, the scenario is fitted with rawdata generators. They are the same across all scenes, and they are used to generate different raw-data sets, one per scene. • Parameterized Processing: this stage converts the raw visual and wireless data into a set of pairs of RGB images and wireless channels [20] . This set will henceforth be referred to as the seed dataset.
C. The Development Dataset: Image-Beam Sequence Dataset
The seed dataset is further processed to generate the final development dataset, referred to as Image-Beam Sequence dataset. Since the focus in this paper is on the task of ViWi-BT, the development dataset must comprise sequences of pairs of beamforming vectors and RGB images. The beamforming vectors are obtained from a fixed beam-steering codebook, and, therefore, they could be identified by their indices. Using the wireless channels of each user, the optimal beams from the codebook are identified over a sequence of consecutive scenes, in which the user is changing position, and they are paired with the corresponding images depicting the user in each scene. An important point to emphasize here is that the dataset does not include localization information for the users depicted in each image, e.g., there are no bounding boxes identifying which user is served by which beamforming vector. More technical information on the Beam-Image dataset could be found in the README.txt file enclosed with the dataset package [20].
III. VISION-AIDED BEAM TRACKING
A problem of significant interest in mmWave communications is the selection and tracking of beamforming vectors. The dynamics of wireless environments place heavy computational burden on mmWave transceivers, either at the base station or user equipment side, to select and track the best beamforming vectors [21] [6] . This calls for the development of proactive and relatively light-weight methods that determine the best beamforming vectors ahead of time. Those methods should, by nature, be adaptive and display a form of intelligence, which suggests that machine learning should be their driving force.
For the purpose of encouraging the development of machine-learning algorithms for beam tracking, the ViWi-BT identifies the problem of mmWave beam tracking using wireless and visual data as its main task. The following two subsections will introduce the considered system and channel models and state the definition of the beam-tracking problem.
A. System and Channel Model
Next, we summarize the mmWave system and channel models adopted in this work.
System Model: the communication system considered for the ViWi-BT task assumes two different transceiver setups. The first is for the base stations, and it is a fully-analog mmWave transceiver equipped with an M -element uniform linear array. The other is for the user equipment, and it is a single-antenna transceiver. The system is assumed to operate in a downlink mode and under Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM). The received signal of the uth user equipment at the kth subcarrier could be give as:
where x u,k is the transmitted signal of the uth user at the kth sub-carrier, f u ∈ C M is the M -dimensional beamforming vector selected from codebook F for the uth user, h u,k ∈ C M is the channel vector at the kth sub-carrier between the uth user and the base station, and n u,k ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) is an AWGN sample.
Channel Model: a geometric channel model is assumed for the tracking problem, in which the channel vector of the ith user is given by:
where L is number of channel paths, α , τ , θ , φ are the path gains (including the path-loss), the delay, the azimuth angle of arrival, and the elevation angle of arrival, respectively, of the th channel path. T S represents the sampling time while D denotes the cyclic prefix length (assuming that the maximum delay is less than DT S ).
B. Problem Definition
Proactively predicting future downlink beamforming vectors based on previously-observed beamforming vectors and images of the environment is the core task of ViWi-BT. First, we consider user u and define the sequence of its observations at time instance t ∈ Z as
is the beamforming vector in codebook F used to serve user u at time instance m, m ∈ Z. X[m] ∈ R W ×H×C is an RGB image of the environment in which the uth user appears at the mth time instance 1 , and t, r ∈ Z + are respectively the current time instance and the extent of the observation interval, the objective is to identify the best Nfuture beamforming vectors that maximize the achievable rate of the future N instances. Formally, the objective is to identify the set of optimal beams P u
where h u,k [m] is the channel vector betweem user u and the base station at instance m and subcarrier k, and SNR denotes the SNR. The task of identifying the set P u [t] requires a prediction algorithm. Such algorithms in machine learning could be described as a prediction function f Θ (S) parameterized by a set of parameters Θ. This function is not expected to be customized for a single user, but it should be capable of predicting the set P u of any user in the wireless environment, whether it is a LOS or NLOS user. In other words, the prediction function should maintain high overall prediction accuracy. Mathematically, this is expressed as follows: ifP u [t] is the prediction of 
IV. BEAM TRACKING USING BEAM SEQUENCES
A valid and important question that could be posed at this stage is whether there is a need for visual sensory data to tackle the beam tracking problem. This section attempts to answer this question and motivate the need for visual data from an empirical perspective; it introduces a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) that is designed to perform future beam prediction based on previously-observed beam sequences. Below are descriptions of the proposed model and its training procedure followed by a discussion on its performance. A. Network Architecture Fig.2 shows the general architecture of the proposed RNN. It is a vanilla architecture, comprising Q recurrent layers and a slice-and-classify layer. Each of the recurrent layers implements r Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs). They have been mainly chosen because of their good performance combating the short-term memory issue [22] as well as the good performance they demonstrated in tackling similar proactive prediction tasks, [23] to name an example. They are also interesting baseline models as they are less complex than the state-of-the-art Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks.
An important design parameter of the above-described model is its depth (number of layers Q); depth has been shown to have a great impact on increasing the expressibility of neural networks while maintaining a relatively manageable number of parameters compared to wide shallow models, see [22] [24] [25] [26] . As a result, it has been chosen to be the main variable to study the effectiveness of using beam sequences to do beam tracking.
Three different-depth vanilla models are explored, namely 2-, 4-, and 6-layer networks. All of them share the same input, hidden state, and output dimensions as well as the input preprocessing stage, see Table II . The inputs are sequences of length r of best beam indices read from the dataset described in Section II-C. Since these indices are just integers, each one needs to be transformed into a real-valued vector x ir ∈ R D ∀i r ∈ {1, . . . , r}, with D denoting the embedding dimension. This is usually referred to as input embedding. Such transformation is the only pre-processing procedure applied to the input data. At the output end of the network, the slice-and-classify layer takes all the outputs of the last Qth layer, and cut out the last N of them to feed to the softmax layer. The softmax, then, produces N vectors of probabilities z n ∈ R |F | ∀n ∈ {1, . . . , N }. The index of the element with the highest probability in every vector z n is the index of the predicted future beam b[t + n] ∈ Z + ∀n ∈ {1, . . . , N }. The scripts implementing and training these models are available at [27] .
B. Network Training
All three models are trained on the training set of the ViWi-BT dataset. As the target is to study the ability of a machine learning model to perform beam tracking using sequences of previously-observed beams, only beam indices from the training set are used, no images. Each model is trained three times, each of which is for a longer prediction sequence, i.e., different N lengths. Table II shows the lengths and the training hyper-parameters. The training is conducted with a cross entropy loss [22] given by
averaged over the batch size, where z n = [z n1 , . . . , z n|F | ] T and q n = [q n1 , . . . , q n|F | ] T ∈ {0, 1} |F | are, respectively, the output probabilities and the target one-hot vector 3 of the nth predicted beam.
C. Performance Evalustion
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed beam tracking solution.
Evaluation metrics: following the training of each model, it is tested on the validation set of ViWi-BT. Two metrics are defined to evaluate the performance of a model. First one is the top-1 accuracy [21] [4] . It is defined as:
whereĜ i is the set of predicted beam indices of the ith data sample with length n, G i is the groundtruth best beams of the same data sample, A is the total number of validation data samples, and 1{.} is the indicator function with value of 1 only when the condition is met. The groundtruth beam indices are 3 A binary vector with one element having the value of 1 obtained from the solution of Eq.4. The second metric is the exponential-decay score, which is given by:
whereĝ i and g i are, respectively, vectors of the predicted and optimal beam indices (vector form ofĜ i and G i ) of the ith data sample, and σ is a penalization parameter. The two metrics serve different purposes. Top-1 accuracy is very popular in classification problems [29] [24] [30] . However, it is a hit-or-miss type of metric, which may not be fair for beam tracking. When a future beam is misidentified, that does not necessarily mean all non-optimal beams are equivalent; some non-optimal beams have better performance than others. Hence, the second metric is designed to address the gradual impact of mis-identification. It treats the predictions and targets (labels) as vectors, so it can measure the first norm distance between the two. This distance is scaled by a penalization term and plugged into an exponential kernel. This results in a smoother and more flexible evaluation metric than top-1 accuracy.
Prediction Performance: Fig.3 plots the validation top-1 accuracy versus number of training iterations for the 2layer model; it is the model with best performance among the three. The figure shows some interesting trends. When the task is to predict the next future beam, the RNN performs well and achieves an 85% top-1 accuracy. However, once the number of future beams starts increasing, the model starts to struggle. Its top-1 accuracy crumbles down from 85% to around 60% and 50%, respectively, as the length grows to 3and 5-future beams. Same trend could be seen in Table. III for the exponential score with a penalization parameter σ = 0.5. Another interesting observation from the figure is the rate at which the performance improves. The model learns the beam patterns very quick in all cases, but it also saturates quickly when the number of future beams is greater than 1.
The aforementioned observations, although not definitively, point towards an interesting conclusion; only observing beam sequences do not reveal enough information about future beam sequences. This conclusion could be solidified by the results of the deeper models, which are expected to be more expressive [26] . For the case of predicting 5 future beams, the most challenging case, the deep models do not improve upon the performance of the 2-layer model. In fact, they register slightly worse performance than that of the shallow model. The 4-layer model saturates at around 48.61% top-1 accuracy while the 6layer hits only 48.15% top-1 accuracy.
These results suggest that extra sensory data like images of the surrounding environment could constitute a great supplementary source of information to deal with the beam tracking problem; images are rife with information about the environment, and with the right machine leaning algorithm, they could be utilized to identify possible future blockages and possible reflecting surfaces as well as to understand users' motion patterns. All are things that are hard to do, if not impossible, with only observed beam sequences. 
V. CONCLUSION
Taping into the potential of mmWave and massive MIMO communications requires developing innovative communication paradigms such as those characterized by artificial intelligence. Vision-aided wireless communications is one great example of such paradigms at which visual data (captured for example by RGB/depth cameras) are leveraged to address the key wireless communication challenges. The objective of this paper is to facilitate the research and development of vision-wireless solutions by introducing an advanved ViWi dataset/scenario as well as defining the new ViWi vision-aided mmWave beam tracking task (ViWi-BT). The developed ViWi scenario models a dynamic outdoor mmWave communication environment, comprising thousands of visual and wireless instances (scenes). This scenario undergoes the ViWi datageneration process [1] to produce a collection of images and wireless channels called the seed dataset. The collection is further processed to generate a development dataset that consists of hundreds of thousands of data samples, each of which is a sequence of image and beam pairs. This dataset enables the development of machine learning based solutions for several important tasks such as mmWave beam tracking leveraging both wireless and visual data. To draw some insights into the potential of the developed dataset and to provide an initial benchmark, we presented a baseline solution that only uses previous beam sequences to predict future beams. The beam prediction accuracy is expected to improve significantly by developing innovative solutions leveraging both wireless and visual data, which is an interesting future research direction.
